Artificial defects such as notches and antinotches are often attached to magnetic nanowires to serve as trapping (pinning) sites for domain walls. The magnetic field necessary to release (depin) the trapped domain wall from the notch depends on the type, geometric shape, and dimensions of the defect but is typically quite large. Conversely we show here that for some notches and antinotches there exists a much smaller driving field for which a moving domain wall will travel past the defect without becoming trapped. This dynamic pinning field also depends on the type, geometric shape and defect dimensions. Micromagnetic simulation is used to investigate both the static and dynamic pinning fields and their relation to the topologic structure of the domain wall.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE DYNAMIC properties of magnetic domain walls moving in ferromagnetic nanowires are being investigated due to their potential for applications in logic, sensing, and memory devices [1] , [2] . In these devices it is important to know and control the location of the domain wall along the wire. There is a significant amount of research underway to describe the magnetic field necessary to remove domain walls from artificial defects such as notches cut into the wire, and antinotches attached to the wire as these defects can be used to hold domain walls at specific known locations [3] - [6] . The notches typically serve as strong pinning sites as large magnetic fields are necessary to release the domain wall from the notch. This depinning field is typically much larger than the Walker breakdown field which results in low average domain wall speeds [7] . It has been shown that current pulses of the correct length and collisions of domain walls can also be used to release the domain walls from the notches with much smaller fields [8] , [9] . The usefulness of domain wall collisions for the depinning process in a device depends in part on the ability of a domain wall to move past a notch without being captured, otherwise a domain wall must exist at every notch. In this paper we report on a dynamic notch pinning potential which depends on the strength of the driving field, and therefore the speed of the domain wall as it approaches a defect. Fast moving domain walls are able to pass a notch that is able to capture and hold slower moving walls. The large depinning field ensures that the wall will remain in the notch when reasonable strength fields are applied leading to a new technique for writing information stored in a domain wall configuration.
II. SIMULATION DETAILS
We simulate the motion and potential trapping of a domain wall with standard three-dimensional micromagnetic simula- tion. The simulations follow the standard Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion for the magnetic moments in the wire (1) where is the gyromagnetic ratio, is the saturation magnetization and is the total magnetic field acting on a magnetic moment [10] . The materials parameters are for permalloy. We simulate wires with a minimum length of 3 microns and a nm rectangular cross-section. The wire is discretized into identical cubes and integrated with a 4th order predictor corrector technique with a simulated integration time step of less than a picosecond and a damping parameter of . To put the walls in motion, magnetic fields are applied to free domain walls along the long axis of the wire. We keep the moving wall field strength below the so-called Walker breakdown field to maintain the domain walls of a known shape and because this is the field range for which the walls move the quickest. We place notches and antinotches along the wire to serve as potential trapping sites for the domain wall.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In narrow, thin ferromagnetic nanowires the magnetic moments lie in the plane of the film and are oriented along the long axis direction. A transverse domain wall separates oppositely oriented head-to-head, or tail-to-tail domain walls [11] . In Fig. 1 we show the final state for two triangular notch/anti-notch configurations each with two different domain wall magnetizations (up or down in the figure), separating tail-to-tail domains. In each case a domain wall entered from the left side of the figure and was driven to the right by a 15 Oe field placed to the left and parallel to the long axis of the wire. The final location of the domain wall depends on the domain wall orientation, notch location and notch type. The pinning potential of the defect can be summarized best with a simple topologic model [12] . We have labeled the sign of the topologic half charge on each end of the domain wall (a complete domain wall has a net topologic charge of 0). We see that positive charges are strongly pinned at antinotches, whereas negative charges are pinned strongly at notches.
If the wall reaches the right most defect it must pass the other potential trapping sites. The dynamic wall behavior in the region 0018-9464/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE of a potential pinning site really depends on whether or not the wall will be captured. When the wall passes a site, it does so with its magnetic structure almost unaffected with at most a small oscillation. However when a wall is captured the free end of the wall continues along, showing domain wall growth before the wall is snapped back toward the pinning site.
We explored the ability of a moving domain wall to move past a defect as a function of the type of notch and the dimensions of the notch for the given domain wall configuration. In Fig. 2 we summarize the driving field necessary to move a domain wall past a notch or antinotch, placed on the top edge of the nanowire, as a function of the depth of the notch. A head to head domain wall with magnetic moments pointing down is driven from left to right along the wire. The orientation of magnetic moments places the negative topologic charge on the top of the wire and the positive topologic charge on the bottom of the wire such as that shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) . The notch is a more effective pinning site in this configuration but the antinotch is still a weak trapping site. In short there is a different strength of interaction for notches and antinotches with positive and negative defects. In Fig. 3 we show the results of our simulations which give the field necessary to remove the now pinned wall from the notch or antinotch. The different field values between Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 demonstrates that there is a significant difference in the static pinning field which holds the wall in place and the dynamic pinning field which we define as the minimum field necessary to move a domain wall past a defect. The overall relationship remains the same in that the notch is a strong trap for a negative defect both in catching and releasing a wall. This behavior of Figs. 2, 3 is confirmed by placing the notch and antinotch on the bottom of the wire. The results are essentially reversed with the antinotch trapping the positive wall charge more effectively.
The difference in the interaction strength means that for shallow defects there is a field at which the domain walls can be driven fast enough to blow past a notch without becoming trapped. In Fig. 2 we show that a 12 nm notch depth (and a 36 nm antinotch height) is necessary to begin to trap the wall although the speed at which the wall approaches the notch allows the trapping to occur or not occur. We have confirmed this behavior by applying transverse in-plane fields to the domain wall driving field. A transverse field can be used to significantly speed up, or slow down, domain walls driven by identical driving fields [13] . In this case the driving field was used to increase the speed of a domain wall which allowed it to pass a notch where it was trapped without the driving field. Energetically this means the moving domain wall carries sufficient kinetic energy to climb the potential barrier for full magnetization reversal that the defect creates. As the depth of the defects increase, a domain wall is no longer able to pass the notch. The maximum driving field of 16 Oe corresponds to the Walker field above which the transverse domain walls undergo complicating transformations.
We see a similar, although reversed behavior when the depth of the notch is kept constant and the width of the notch is varied. In this case as the width increases, the pinning behavior decreases. This is expected because as the width increases the wire edge becomes effectively smooth.
The ability of a moving domain wall to either be captured or pass a notch in a wire allows for a simple technique to write domain walls in a known configuration. In Fig. 4 we show a few simulated images (Fig. 4(a)-(c) ) which lead to the final magnetic states for a series of domain walls (Fig. 4(d)-(f) ) injected at low fields from the pad on the left end of the wire [14] . There are eight notches placed on the upper edge of the wire; the domain walls are written from right to left. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) the right most domain wall passed by each of the first six notches before being captured at the seventh notch. An additional in-plane transverse magnetic field was used to keep the domain wall speed high until it passed the sixth notch [13] . Once the notch passed the sixth notch the transverse field was turned off but the driving field was left on to drive the wall into the final notch as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The next wall was injected, Fig. 4(c) , and driven into its final location with a combined driving and transverse field until it passed the notch before the pinning site, without affecting the position of the first wall. Each domain wall was written in the same way leaving the final configuration as shown in Fig. 4(d) . Fig. 4 (e), (f) are two different final binary bit sequences. Each configuration was written in a simulation time of less than 25 ns.
In conclusion there are two important fields to know when moving and capturing domain walls with artificial defects. A dynamic pinning field determines the minimum field necessary to pass a moving domain wall past a defect without being captured and the static pinning field is the minimum field needed to remove a captured domain wall from the defect. The specific value of the field depends on the topologic structure of the domain wall and the dimensions and type of defect but the static pinning field is always much stronger than the dynamic pinning field. By varying the wall speed domain walls can be moved with magnetic fields in one direction and placed reliably at specific locations in a wire.
